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Abstract: This paper focuses on the challenges in managing innovation within supply networks. We present an empirical study on innovation collaboration between a focal company and its supply network of small and medium sized enterprises. By analysing the case from the viewpoints of the focal company, the suppliers and investors we point out three controversial issues in innovation management within the supply network: intellectual property rights, partnering versus competition, and commitment versus independency. Furthermore, we analyse the suppliers’ positions with a purchasing portfolio model and present implications for innovation management practices in supply chains.
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1. Introduction

Co-creation and collaboration between organisations is regarded as a necessity for competitive innovation in global markets (Chesbrough 2003; Christensen and Raynor, 2003; Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004; Vargo et al., 2008). Companies whose dominant thinking in strategic management used to be focused on core competences, lean and efficient supplier network (Cox, 1999; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990) are now attempting to create more value add to and within their value networks (Cai et al., 2014b) with increasingly automated production systems (Jovane et al., 2003). The perspective has been widened from production oriented supply chains to innovating value networks as part of business ecosystems (Kemppainen and Vepsäläinen, 2003; Moore, 1993, 1998).
There is a vast literature pointing out benefits of co-creation (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2000) and open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003) by sharing of knowledge resources and capabilities within and across organisational boundaries, especially with customers and suppliers (Allee, 2008; Huikkola et al., 2013; Teece, 2007). In many industries companies increasingly adopt the value network model where a focal firm takes the lead and acts as the main integrator of the design and production activities of the supply chain. Innovation within value network takes place in collaboration of several firms in different positions within the value stream (Christensen, 1997; Hobday et al., 2005). Companies in downstream positions traditionally compete for the deals of the focal firm, but more so in the recent decades, also participate in innovation collaboration (co-innovation) activities with their peers as well as together with the focal firm. Although the literature mentions the need for suitable supplier management practices, there is a gap in the body of knowledge, when it comes to the actual challenges and possible dilemmas in innovation collaboration in these kinds of value network setting. Especially, research considering the views of both the focal company and the suppliers are still scarce (Gassman et al., 2010). Therefore, there is imminent need to broaden the scope of innovation research towards change management (Van de Vrande et al., 2010) to realise the expected benefits from evolving collaboration (Prashant and Harbir, 2009; Ritala et al., 2013).

In this paper we examine the challenges of supply management in innovation collaboration between the leading focal company and its suppliers, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). Specifically, we ask the following research question: What are the main supply management challenges in co-innovation with a supplier network? We address the research question from three differing vantage points: the focal company, the suppliers (SMEs), and the investors (venture capitalists, VCs). We explore relationship management styles and co-operative routines that the parties encounter in their co-creation and innovation activities and utilise Kraljic's matrix (1983) to analyse the suppliers' relations with the focal company. The outset of the research is a situation where the focal company is attempting to shift its supply chain co-operation mode towards leadership of an innovative value network.

Our findings point out three major challenges in developing and managing co-innovation relationships in supply network: First, unresolved contractual and power asymmetry issues regarding intellectual property rights affect willingness of the network members to share knowledge, ideas or patents. Second, there is discrepancy between the aspirations of the top management for closer innovation partnership and everyday practices of the purchasing managers and buyers emphasising competitive bidding and efficient acquisitions with the very same partners. And third, the focal firm insist simultaneously a deeper commitment of the suppliers, and greater independency of the suppliers, which causes confusion, and hesitancy in SMEs’ R&D resource allocation for the co-innovation.

We start our paper with a review on some key theories. We then outline the research context and describe our research method, and then report our findings. These findings are discussed and their implications for innovation management practices in supply chains are considered.
2. Background to the research

During the past decade of innovation research the collaborative and open aspect of innovation has received an increasing share of attention reflecting the fact that the closed within organisation mode of innovation has overwhelmingly been taken over by the open innovation mode in industries of all kinds (Chesbrough, 2003; Chesbrough and Crowther, 2006). This trend has led companies to focus on core competences and committing more to in-depth partnerships with selected partners (Cai et al., 2014a; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). Within a network the focal firm has the central actor position and can shape the stability and development of the system (Iansiti and Levien, 2004). These focal companies are often large companies and have thousands of more specialised companies within their supply network.

2.1. Purchasing portfolio models

The firms leading the supplier networks have developed different types of relationships with their partners; some relationships rely on close cooperation, whereas others are more transaction based (Vanhaverbeke and Cloodt, 2008). Typically, decisions over the types of relationships depend on the frequency and specificity of the capabilities and resources that the suppliers provide the company, so that the higher the value generated for the company, the closer the relationship with the supplier (Gadde et al., 2010; Williamson, 1985).

Kraljic (1983) was the first to propose portfolio models into the purchasing relationships and it is still considered as the dominant approach in partner relationship management (Gelderman et al., 2003; Kahkonen, 2011; Viio and Grönroos, 2014; Ateş et al, 2015). Kraljic's approach is to optimise the dyadic relationships with suppliers by taking into account the capabilities of suppliers and the related risks. His matrix defines four types of purchases: non-critical (low risk, low impact), bottleneck (high risk, low impact), leverage (low risk, high impact), and strategic (high risk, high impact). It should be noted that several researchers point out that as the portfolios concern only dyadic relationships, the approach fails to cover more varied relations and interdependencies within supplier network (Dubois & Pedersen, 2002), nor does it consider suppliers’ side of the buyer–seller relationship or explicitly take into account the possible strategies and reactions of suppliers (Gelderman & Van Weele, 2003). Moreover critique claims that portfolio approach is less suitable in context where the suppliers are taking part in product developing. On the other hand, a recent action research study by Nudurupati et al. (2015) show Kraljic's matrix was utilised in a global healthcare company to recognise from its supplier base those companies that had the potential to become value co-creation partners. Despite its deficiencies, the purchasing portfolio models (by Kraljic or similar) are still widely adopted in industry - the findings by Gelderman and Van Weele (2005) indicate that portfolio usage is indeed a sign of purchasing sophistication - they are easy to communicate and understand, and give practical guidelines for how to manage different purchasing situations and supplier relationships (Viio and Grönroos, 2014).

2.2. Management of innovative supply networks

Research on supply networks and innovations (Lamming et al., 2000; Gadde et al., 2010) indicate the intensifying role of networked innovations in the global economy. Innovation is defined as a multi stage process whereby organisations transform ideas into new or improved
products or processes (Thompson, 1967), in order to advance, compete and differentiate themselves successfully in their marketplace (Baregheh et al., 2009). Many studies suggest that the locus of innovation is not the firm but rather the network or business ecosystem in which the firm is embedded (Afuah, 2000). For instance, LaRocca and Snehota (2014) suggest that the relationships within the partners are the *locus* where knowledge, on which the innovation process builds, is accessed, enacted and produced. The reasoning behind this is that as the essence of innovation is to produce solutions that combine previously unrelated elements in a novel way, interaction within the supply network is the key to attain tacit and context specific knowledge elemental to the innovation (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). This approach is recognised in the use of such concepts as networks of learning (Powell et al., 1996), collaboration networks (Ahuja, 2000), open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003; 2006), and innovation networks (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006).

Until recently, the literature on the management challenges and possible obstacles of innovation activities in value networks with small and medium size companies has been scarce (Gassman et al., 2010; Wynarczyk, et al., 2013). Many studies view management of co-innovation as a firm-level phenomenon (Kale et al., 2002; Walter et al., 2006), whereas, in order to understand the innovation within a value network it requires an approach that is explicit not only about the innovation challenges that are faced by the focal firm (Christensen, 1997; Cooper and Schendel, 1976; Henderson and Clark, 1990; Tushman and Anderson, 1986), but views it from the point of multiple actors (Gnyawali and Park, 2009; Ritala et al, 2013), including the focal firm, suppliers, competitors and investors, such as VCs providing funding for the new innovations. Focal companies have "the central actor position within the network that allows it to steer and orchestrate the innovation potential of the network towards joint value creation" (Ritala & Huizingh, 2014), and reap the benefits of being big, as “large firms have powerful competitive advantages in all resource areas - money, people and interfirm relationships, among others. They are generally well-equipped to capitalise on emerging market opportunities, and will often do so aggressively.” (Sinha and Noble, 2005, p.195). The literature suggests that the leading firm should coach the ecosystem (Doz, 1996) and the suppliers are expected to take active part in research and innovation. However, suppliers can - apart from the focal company - have also other customers, compete with each other, or may even belong to competing supplier networks. A central challenge in managing collaborations is that partners may have their own well-established processes, which may conflict (Davis and Eisenhardt, 2011). Innovating in these potentially competitive circumstances (Nalebuff and Brandenburger, 1996) increases the challenges in the orchestration of the R&D relationships and knowledge sharing (Ritala and Tidström, 2014; Ritala et al., 2014).

Ritala et al. (2013) studied management mechanisms, which help to maintain, realise and deploy opportunities for value creation and capture. They separated the mechanisms for the management of the running innovation ecosystem from the ones utilised in its formation phase. The mechanisms included formal structures, such as schedules, platforms and forums (Ritala et al., 2013) as well as common guidelines, contracts, and Intellectual Property Rights¹ concerning profits and appropriability (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006). The

¹ In this article we use the term Intellectual Property Rights to include both industrial and immaterial rights.
complementing intangible mechanisms, in particular inter-firm and inter-personal trust, was recognised as one of the most critical, success factor in collaborative settings. Other important intangible mechanisms were open communication and maintaining a common vision over time (Ritala et al., 2013). Smith et al. (2014) concluded that partners should identify and learn from the collaboration barriers in the ecosystem. Especially the smaller participants of a supply chain should focus on selection of practices and partners to achieve successful collaboration in innovation (Theyel, 2013). Even though innovation is praised in scientific literature, many aspects of innovation management practices especially related to change towards and challenges within innovation embracing value networks have not yet been studied.

3. Research method and data collection

Our research was initiated by an incubator company and a hub company. Their motivation for the research was to find out the reasons hampering the co-innovation within the supply network of the hub company. The incubator commissioned a group of researchers that had carried out several research studies on the focal company before, and thus were already familiar with the business context. The incubator set up a steering board for the project consisting of one manager from the incubator organisation, a managing director of one SME and a senior vice president of technology of the focal company.

Case-based approach was considered particularly relevant given the exploratory nature of this study (Dubois and Araujo, 2007)). The board governed our research project, approved our suggestion on the size and coverage of the empirical data set, helped in arranging access to the participating companies and in identifying the key informants to be interviewed. Additional interviewees were identified through applying a snowball method in which the interviewees indicated persons with whom they were conducting daily business activities within the network. The identified persons were then contacted for gaining additional data on the studied network relationships.

The case analysis required a collection of a considerable amount of data through primary sources such as interviews, and through secondary sources, such as previous research studies concerning the case companies (Applegate et al. 2004; Heikkilä et al. 2005, 2009; Heikkilä, 2010; Heikkilä and Heikkilä, 2010, 2013), official company documents, internal records and press releases to get the context for interpretation of the interviews. Multiple sources of data enabled cross checking of information through triangulation (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). The primary source of our data comes from 17 face-to-face semi-structured theme interviews (Table 1). 13 were with the management and the persons responsible and most knowledgeable about the collaboration practises between the companies. In addition we interviewed four VCs. The interviews typically lasted two hours. Two or three researchers were present in each interview, except in the VC interviews, which were all carried out by one interviewer. Each interview was transcribed after the session by one of the researchers present at the interview situation to guarantee accuracy.

---

Add Table 1. Interviews around here
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During the interviews, several memos were made regarding meta-information, including the emphasis, reactions and expressions of the interviewees, and key concepts being discussed. The search for new interviews and other data sources stopped only when saturation was reached (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), i.e., the last interviewees could not provide any new insights (or new documents that might lead to new insight). Prior to the interviews, a case study protocol and an interview protocol were developed to guarantee research reliability (Yin, 2009). As suggested by Yin (2009), the protocol consisted of five sections: the purpose of the study, data collection, report outline, semi-structured questions and evaluation. All interviews were recorded and transcribed. The transcribed interviews were checked by the interviewed, at the same time same clarifying questions may have been asked.

To ensure that no valuable information had eluded the interviewer's attention, all researchers taking part in this study, analysed the data in a systematic way using Nvivo, a qualitative data research software, and analysis approach proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994). First a long-list of quotes was selected from the interview transcripts, explaining or indicating an actual or potential source of misalignment in innovation relationships (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Then, in an inductive way, all the quotes were reviewed, which led to more quotes and the identification of the challenges from the differing viewpoints of the interviewed actors. In this phase, the authors attempted to scrutinise the data, to reveal the discrepancies and the underlying causes. The authors reviewed each other's codes and discussed the concepts to be coded, the naming of the codes and the levels of detail. Finally, the authors identified patterns of codes (Miles & Huberman 1994, p. 69) yielding to three factors affecting the innovations relationship within the empirical case. These three factors are described in the results section of this paper. Furthermore, we analysed the findings to explain supplier positions against Kralijk's purchasing portfolio (Kralijc, 1983), and verified our interpretation with the participants and industry representatives.

The final results of the research were presented to the board and the participating companies for verification of the instrument and context validity. Another technique we have applied to improve the relevance and context validity of this research was to present and discuss the results with a wider audience consisting of the companies acting within the same or similar ecosystems. The corrections made in this review process increase the internal validity and also the usefulness of the results in the problem situation of the study (Iversen, 2007). Finally, this article was written on the basis of final report accepted by the board and distributed to all participating companies. For the above reasons we are quite confident about the validity of our research. We also have set up a study database (see e.g. Miles and Huberman, 1994), which includes all the study notes, study documents such as interview tapes and transcribes, and secondary data collected during this research, as well as a list of direct quotes from transcribed interviews related to in the reported findings this study.

4. The Case

The focal company (Hub) is a high-technology machinery corporation operating in global markets. It has over 29,000 employees in more than 50 countries. For years it has been the leading supplier of investments goods in its own worldwide segment and is considered the technology leader in its field. The net sales are around EUR 5,600 million. The Hub, typical to technology industry in general, is highly focused on its core competencies. It has aimed at long-term development of subcontracting since 1990’s (Hub, 2006). The Hub has total 20 000
suppliers and the subcontracting purchases amount 65% of company’s net sales. As supplier network carries out more than half of the production, its competence and progress is of great importance to the Hub's business.

We interviewed the representatives of Hub, five SMEs and four VCs. The SMEs were suppliers of the Hub (Table 2). The SME-e was also a supplier and at the same time competitor of SME-c. The SMEs are considerably smaller measuring in net sales and in number of personnel. In addition to the companies that are producing and innovating products and services within the ecosystem, we also interviewed four Venture capitalist (VC) firms who provide funding for companies.

Add Table 2. Case companies around here

---

5. Findings

According to the research data the key driver for the supply network's profitable growth strategy is considered to be innovations and R&D that are carried out in close cooperation between the Hub, customers, and subcontractors. The espoused strategy of the CEO of the Hub is that the company will concentrate its increasing purchases to fewer suppliers. The aim is to move towards partnerships, but also to have enough competing suppliers to guarantee the best supply of complementary components in all circumstances. The partners are expected to take larger responsibility in the value chain, and to deliver larger modules together with their own net of subcontractors. The CEO also expects the SMEs to become more innovative in improving the products and modernising production technologies.

The Hub has dedicated advisors who travel around at the partners’ premises for guiding, teaching and interacting with the partners. Once a year the Hub organises a “Supplier Day”, where to approximately 100 suppliers are invited to join, discuss and share their views on topical matters. The Hub also nominates one of them as the supplier of the year. It evaluates the quality of partners by their productive capacity, quality, delivery reliability and price development. However, they are increasingly using “soft” metrics, such as ability to co-operate, innovativeness and communication.

Despite the strategy and efforts of the Hub towards more co-creation and co-innovation, the network was not fully satisfied with the current situation. Building on the analysis of the research data, we found three key factors to affect the co-innovation ability of the ecosystem. These issues are described next in more detail.

5.1. Intellectual property rights

The Figure 1 below presents the interviewees’ views on the importance of intellectual property rights (IPRs) to the innovation capacity of the value chain. The VCs saw that R&D collaboration is important to the competitiveness of the business, but there is too much emphasis on technology (i.e., too little on business design). They were strict on settling all the IPR issues within the supply network in advance, before funding the co-operation. The Hub insisted on having the IPRs of all the R&D it has funded and provided market access, but it
could grant the cooperating supplier with a licence, which allows it to sell or modify the innovation to other industries or to limited customer segments.

SMEs in turn find the attitude of the Hub to limit their willingness to commit to joint R&D, if the rights are owned by the Hub, and licensed back on case-by-case basis. They ask why they should invest in R&D if they are not benefitting immediately from it. The Hub admits that the innovation capacity of the network is under-utilised due to the lack of trust regarding the rights ownership ambiguity and uncertainty to innovative ideas.

---

*Add Figure 1. IPR challenges around here*
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5.2. Balance between partnership and competition

Figure 2 illustrates the contradiction between partnering and short-term contractual arrangements, such as constant bidding. VCs view builds on the faith on competitive markets, survival of the fittest in the beauty contest to partnership as the boosting force to innovativeness in R&D, products, services and operations. SMEs saw the both sides of the coin: they admitted that competition drives them towards improvement and efficiency, but asked how could a supplier company investing in R&D compete with its cost-leadership rivals that are not expected to put so much effort in relationship specific investments and transaction costs of co-operation with the Hub. Commercialisation of leading edge technology takes also substantial time, and then funding can become a bottleneck limiting the co-operation.

The convergence gap between the Hub’s strategy and its daily practices of procurement was heavily criticised by some of the SMEs. The practise of constant bidding of the Hub's purchasing department forced them to cut down innovation activities and to prioritise cost competitiveness instead. As a resolution they suggested the Hub to reorganise its purchasing categories and organisation so that innovations and future features would be accounted for higher value, not only for the lowest price.

---

*Add Figure 2. Partnering vs. Competition around here*
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5.3. Balancing between being committed and independent

Figure 3 illustrates the parallel needs for deep commitment to the supply chain co-operation and simultaneously to maintaining companies’ independency. VCs seemed to more vote for independency, because larger customer base and new potential markets would improve the value of the company more that high commitment to one hub, which is also considered a risky strategy. VCs were somewhat suspicious on the Hubs motivation to support suppliers outside
the Hub’s own ecosystem. The Hub saw this issue as an optimisation problem between risks and costs. Often the Hub expected high commitment from its suppliers, especially from its 1st tier partners. On the other hand, the Hub became concerned, if the supplier was too vulnerable on the volatility of the Hub’s orders. Therefore, the Hub avoided the risk of highly dependent suppliers by finding competing suppliers, and by urging their suppliers to find new customers in other business segments.

Most often, the resources, time and information set the limits to the operations of the SME suppliers. They were well aware of the possibility that they could easily be replaced in the value network, if not within months, but at least within couple of years. In order to keep up with the development of the industry they should commit their R&D resources to serve the business segment of their most important customer, i.e. the Hub. However, at the same time they should look for new customers for their present and future technology. Also the transferability of the technology can limit the expansion of the customer base. If it is not transferable as such, SMEs must decide where to put their development resources: on the development of Hub’s product line, or on new potential application areas.

SMEs felt that Hub was not providing help in this issue. To the contrary, since the Hub did not approve that its suppliers would start competing with it in its own business segment, they expected that SMEs find new customers from a different industry or from a specific niche, which again requires from SMEs substantial resourcing to find and adapt to new customers. An extreme example of the effects of this contradiction is what happened to SME-d shortly after our data collection period: SME-d had developed innovative solutions that Hub considered as being competitive to its own products. Hub was, though, interested in finding collaboration arrangement in selling the solution as part of its own offering. However, when the SME-d started to provide the solution directly to some customers and rivals of Hub, the collaboration negotiations were disrupted. Finally, the SME-d went into bankruptcy and the focal company bought the remaining property. This example exposes the dark side of management of innovation and competition within value networks.

---

Add Figure 3. Commitment vs. Autonomy around here
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5.4. Purchasing portfolio and strategy shifts

Focal companies have found purchasing portfolio management frameworks (e.g. Kraljic, 1983) efficient to manage their supply chains (Viio and Grönroos, 2014; Gelderman et al., 2003) in terms of reducing vulnerability and maximizing purchasing power on suppliers. As implied by the previous findings, a supplier network with several co-operating and at the same time competing partners would call for other ways of governing the services and innovation development.

We illustrate our view with the case SMEs on Kraljic's matrix (Fig. 4.). SME-e was categorised as non-critical supplier and its aim was to reduce its dependency on the Hub further, towards more balanced set of focal companies and customers. SME-a, SME-b and
SME-c were all strategic partners to the Hub. However, SME-b had already made the decision to divide the company in two parts. SME-b1 was to continue as more strategic supplier for the Hub and SME-b2 to be considered low-risk partner to the Hub, freer to do business in potential future product areas. SME-c, noticed that regardless of its strategic partner status, the purchaser's of Hub were constantly exerting their power for tighter bids. Yet, SME-c was officially committed in acting as an innovating first tier integrator - there was a discrepancy between expected and realized relationship of SME-c. SME-d, which was considered partially competing with the Hub with its innovations, eventually filed in for bankruptcy, and the Hub acquired its patents.

We conclude that the innovative capacity of the network was vulnerable to the Hub exerting its purchasing power, which reduced the available resources and motivation for innovations in SME-c. As an antidote, SME-b split its operations in two, arms-length innovative SME-b1, and competitive SME-b2, adjusting to the Hub's practised strategy. When SME-d was trying to maintain its independence, it lost its interdependent strategic position in relation with the Hub as the main customer, and ran out of business.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The strategic principles guiding the way how supply management is conducted and operationalised influence significantly on the ability of the companies to utilise the innovation potential of their value network. Our empirical study describes this task is not an easy one. Especially, it shows that the transformation towards co-innovating supply network has pitfalls, which may hinder or even prevent capitalising the benefits. The challenges found in our empirical study are rather fundamental requiring the management to take explicit stance on the ownership of ideas and of customers as well as on the responsibility over development of the business regarding their supply network:

1. **Open vs. closed intellectual property rights strategy**
   Both the Hub and the SMEs recognised the need to develop the practices and procedures related to IPR. The practises should motivate the parties to share their new ideas within the network without the fear of losing the ownership to the idea. The challenge was to find ways to improve the trust in the value network in this matter. VCs’ prerequisite for funding is agreement on IPRs, and preferably more emphasis on business issues than technology in the future.

2. **Partnering vs. competition**
   Even though the Hub's espoused strategy is to have a closer relationship with a smaller set of partners, SMEs realised that their offerings were mostly assessed by price-related criteria leaving aside the innovation aspect. They felt this unfair, since they had made asset specific investments for instance in R&D, environmental protection and quality systems to meet their partner status requirements. This involves additional transaction
costs of cooperating and, as a consequence, makes it difficult to compete with price. Thus, the SMEs claimed that there is apparent divergence between the strategy espoused of the Hub and the strategy practiced in purchasing. This jeopardizes the willingness and resources needed for cooperation among the network partners.

3. Commitment vs. independency

It is considered vital for SMEs to develop their products to suit several industries or business segments, because this would also benefit the Hub - too dependent supplier becomes a risk to the Hub. In order to keep up with the development of the high-tech products and services, suppliers should constantly invest in special, reciprocal know-how and product development. For SMEs this causes allocation problems in R&D due to their limited resources, and in funding, because VCs strongly favour avoidance of too dependent relationships. The Hub needs to have complementary suppliers to reduce the vulnerability of the supply chain, and the SMEs should decide whether to rely on the Hub in helping them to diversify their customer portfolio, or to actively form an arms-length relationship with the hub.

To benefit from the innovative capacity of the network the supply management mechanisms should promote a more cooperative approach. The managerial implications from our analysis of the suppliers' position with Kraljic's matrix is that to increase innovation capacity of the network, the suppliers should be categorised according to known criteria and the supplier status should be effectively communicated and implemented throughout the network (Caniels and Gelderman, 2005). Also, it is important to share mandate for R&D across the network to those with best expertise dynamically: networks and business evolve over time and network roles change, also suppliers have aspirations to actively change their position for their benefit, as our case shows. Furthermore, Kraljic's matrix is not well suited to products and services being developed and run together with partner organizations; As Dubois and Pedersen (2002) point out, when using Kraljic's matrix, the productivity and innovation capacity through multi partner relations may stay uncovered. Against this backdrop VCs request for more business than technology development becomes evident, even in such high-tech area. The first practical step towards this direction is to tackle the divergence between strategic espoused and practiced within the focal organisation. The present discrepancy stems from different interpretations and unsuitable incentive schemes at the focal organisation. For instance, buyers dealing with first tier suppliers and R&D partners would promote long-term development and collaboration instead of short term price cuts.

As a scientific contribution, we continue the discussion on the management of co-innovation within value networks (Gassman et al., 2010; Ritala et al., 2013, 2014; Ritala and Huizingh, 2014; Ritala, P. and Tidström, 2014; Wynarczyk, et al., 2013; Theyel, 2013). By studying the Hub's practiced strategy also by interviewing the SMEs and VCs on their co-innovation management views, we could bring the most controversial issues of innovation networks to light. Our study resonates with Vanhaverbeke and Cloodt (2008) on how management has to balance between contradictory goals in pursuit of networked innovation. Christensen (1997) points out how innovative capacity of companies is harnessed by the risk of loss of loyal customer base. Simultaneously the companies think they have to create better products for their customers in order to maintain their competitive position. They get stuck with "sustaining technology strategy", i.e. bringing better products onto established markets. This leads to the well-known dilemma (Norman, 1998): continuing to improve products further,
the extra performance of which is not really valued by the customers. Hence, the hub company and its partners can easily become vulnerable to product/market disruptions of the entrants. As Eppinger and Vladova (2013) and Smith et al., (2014) point out, the innovating network is better to have a balanced strategy for closed and open innovation in order to avoid the dilemma by thinking out-of-the-box' instead. This is why VCs demanded for diversification of risk, and why the Hub preferred to have innovative suppliers with diversified enough customer bases. The contradiction rose from the fact that this espoused strategy did not realise and made the suppliers to react to the practised strategy. As a result, the co-innovation in the supply network lost momentum.

To conclude, this article identifies some main challenges in management of innovative supply networks. By analysing an empirical case of network geared towards high-tech innovations from the viewpoints of the Hub, the SMEs and VCs, we bring out three most challenging issues of networked innovation: open vs. closed intellectual property rights strategy, partnering vs. competition, and commitment vs. independency and what kind of strategic shifts these caused in SMEs in relation to the Hub.

This study has its shortcomings and limitations. It is based on 17 interviews and provides insight to one empirical case. Further follow up case studies and surveys are necessary for generalisation and accumulation of the scientific body in the area of innovation and supply management.
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### Table 1. Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Interviewees Level</th>
<th>Main task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focal Company</strong></td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Vice President, Sourcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Senior Vice President, Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operation level</td>
<td>Sourcing and logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Senior business advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operation level</td>
<td>R&amp;D, New technology development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operation level</td>
<td>Long term supplier relationships, contracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focal company's sister company</strong></td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Vice President, R&amp;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME-a</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME-b</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME-c</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operation level</td>
<td>Responsible for relations with the Focal company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME-d</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME-e</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC1</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Senior Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC3</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Head of investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC3</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC4</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Senior Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total 11 companies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>17 interviewees</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Case companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SME-a</th>
<th>SME-b</th>
<th>SME-c</th>
<th>SME-d</th>
<th>SME-e</th>
<th>Hub</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net sales (1000 EUR)</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>11000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>8700</td>
<td>21000</td>
<td>5 600 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of personnel</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>29000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role in the business ecosystem</td>
<td>Supplier of the Hub</td>
<td>Supplier of the Hub</td>
<td>1st tier supplier</td>
<td>Supplier of the Hub</td>
<td>Supplier of the hub and SME-c, also competitor of SME-c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main products &amp; services</td>
<td>computational technology based services, modelling and simulation</td>
<td>high-quality, high-tech products, systems and services</td>
<td>automation solutions for industrial companies &amp; equipment manufacturers</td>
<td>machine vision solutions for industrial processes</td>
<td>Installation and assembly projects and mechanical maintenance, high technology machinery, automation and services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. IPR challenges

- VC
  - Issues related to IPR need to be agreed beforehand
  - Funding only after terms have been agreed upon
  - Too heavy emphasis on technology
  - Importance of cooperative development

- SME
  - Why invest in R&D at all if benefits go to someone else?
  - Innovation potential underutilized
  - Fear of technology/competence being high jacked

- Hub
  - Immaterial rights belong “automatically” to FC
  - Tendency to develop technology in-house only
  - Innovation potential of the network utilized poorly
  - Fear of technology/competence spilling over

Figure 2. Partnering vs. Competition

- VC
  - Constant competitive bidding adds innovativeness
  - Helps picking out the best developers and specialists in their field
  - Access to the networks serves as an acid-test

- SME
  - Constant competitive bidding “forces” into developing know-how
  - Competitive bidding should be based on uniform rules and criteria
  - Strive for partner arrangements, but with who, and into which network?

- Hub
  - Top management has aspirations for partnership arrangements and component contractor arrangements
  - In everyday practice competitive bidding dominates with goal of reaching short-term cost reduction

Convergence problem
Figure 3. Commitment vs. Autonomy

SME
- Easily replaceable
- Ambition to reduce dependency on FC through own R&D
- How transferable the technology really is?
- The level and sophistication of market knowledge??
- Contacts???
- Closer cooperation through emphasis on R&D

Hub
- Presupposed deep commitment of supplier SMEs
- Ambition to aid supplier’s growth in other industries
- Outlook of continuity essential consideration for cooperation

Figure 4. The suppliers position in the Kraljic's matrix.